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2014 Winter Session (2014-2015 Academic Year) 
ENGL 210: Introduction to English Honours (6 credits) 
 
Instructor: Katherine Sirluck 
Section: 001 
Term: 1-2 
 
Course Description: 
This course (together with English 211) is one of two required courses for the second year of the 
English Honours Program. It is intended to provide an introduction to notable works of Literature in 
English from the earliest period to the beginning of the 21st century, in a range of genres, thus 
preparing students for senior level courses in English. It will provide scholarly and critical tools for the 
study of literary and other texts, and a substantial knowledge of particular literary works from the 
Anglo Saxon period to the present. Students will learn to employ strategies of close reading, library 
research, and textual analysis supported by reasoned argument. They will engage in lively discussion in 
class, be encouraged to evolve their own ideas, and to defend them effectively. Each student will 
present one seminar report and one brief report on a particular critical or theoretical approach. We will 
survey several kinds of critical theory and other earlier and current methods of reading and writing 
about literature. Our ongoing focus will include the political and cultural history relevant to particular 
works, including matters of religious, philosophical, aesthetic and social importance. We will also 
investigate ideas concerning class, nationality, and gender identity relevant to these centuries. While 
remembering that literature is written within specific material and ideological conditions influencing its 
production, and usually with reference to other works, we will approach our texts as distinct 
imaginative constructs. 

Required Texts: 

 The Norton Anthology of English Literature, Volumes 1 and 2, 9th Edition 
 Shakespeare,The Merchant of Venice, and Antony and Cleopatra 
 Emily Brontë, Wuthering Heights 
 Virginia Woolf, The Waves 
 William Faulkner, As I Lay Dying 
 Michelle Cliff, Free Enterprise 
 Tomson Highway, Kiss of the Fur Queen 

* * There will also be a critical theory anthology, but it has not yet been determined. * * 

Readings:  
Beowulf; Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales ("General Prologue" and "The Miller's Tale"); 
Edmund Spenser, The Faerie Queene, selections from Book 1; William Shakespeare, Antony and 
Cleopatra and The Merchant of Venice; assorted poems by John Donne; John Milton, Paradise Lost; 
Alexander Pope, "The Rape of the Lock", "An Essay on Man"; William Blake, some of The Songs 
of Innocence and Experience, selections from The Marriage of Heaven and Hell; Emily 
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Brontë, Wuthering Heights; George Gordon, Lord Byron, Manfred; Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
"Christabel", "Frost at Midnight"; Wordsworth, selected poems; W. B. Yeats, selected poems; T.S. Eliot, 
"The Waste Land"; Virginia Woolf, The Waves; selected works by Mina Loy; James Joyce, "The Dead"; 
William Faulkner, As I Lay Dying, Michelle Cliff, Free Enterprise, Tomson Highway, Kiss of the Fur 
Queen, Salman Rushdie, "The Prophet's Hair," and possibly other short readings from The Norton 
Anthology. 
 
Course Requirements: 
Two term papers, one short at-home essay, one seminar presentation (15 - 20 minutes) followed by a 
written version of the presentation in essay form, to be submitted within a week of the oral delivery. 
One 5 - 7 minute oral report on criticism or theory, and one 2 minute oral response to another 
student's report. In addition there will be a December exam and a final exam. 

Mark Distribution: 

 First short essay: 10% 
 First term paper: 15% 
 December exam: 20% 
 Seminar paper: 10% 
 2nd term paper: 20% 
 Theory report and response: 5% 
 Final Exam: 20% 
 Final Grade: 100% 

Students will also be expected to participate in a performance of some sort at a Symposium in April. 
Students may act in a scene from one of our texts, or write their own, singly or in collaboration, or 
read poetry or other creative writing, perform music, dance, show a film they have made, or do 
whatever they feel will contribute. This assignment will not be for credit. 

 

 


